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Wow, what a week it’s 
been! I’m pleased to 
report that we had a 
very large voter turn-

out for our first week’s contestants. 
And, just like in real elections, we had 
concerns about voter fraud. Luckily, 
our webmaster is extremely adept 
at identifying and rooting out suspi-
cious votes. Once all of these cyber-
chads had been scrutinized by a team 
of election officials, the decision be-
came clear. We confidently proclaim 
Kendall the winner of the first round 
of our Battle of Original Music. As 
a point of order, we’d like to remind 
candidates of the risks associated 
with attempting to steal this election. 
In the real world, we know this hap-
pens routinely—often placing crooks 
in positions of power. However, let us 
make something crystal clear: if we 
collect enough evidence that willful 
cheating is being perpetrated by any 
candidate or their fans, we will not 
hesitate to simply disqualify that act. 
And you will not, friends, be able to 
contest our decision in the Supreme 
Court. Remember to urge your sup-
porters to vote—but only once, from 
one email address. This is intended 
to be fun for all, and not an exercise 
in who can sign up for the most free 
email accounts in a half-baked ef-
fort to influence the outcome. Also, 
please note that the deadline for sub-
missions was in fact August 18. This 
was not a “guideline” but a “dead-
line.” While we love to receive these 
late materials, in the interest of fair-
ness we can’t possibly consider them 
for this round of BOOM.  We have se-
lected 16 acts to participate this time 
around, and we hope you all enjoy the 
opportunity to get to know them all a 
little better. So, without further ado, 
it is our great pleasure to introduce 
this week’s candidates—The Thermi-
dors and 50 Amp Fuse! Visit www.
artvoice.com to hear their music and 
cast your vote. Votes for this week’s 
contestants are due by Tuesday, Sep-
tember 5. That’s a deadline.

vote

Band name: The Thermidors

Band members’ names/instruments:

Nick Mirco—Guitar, Vocals

Brian Hyrek—Guitar, Vocals

Jeremy Stock—Bass, Vocals

Brendon Stock—Drums

When did the band form? March 2006.

You might like us if you like: The Zombies, The 

Beatles, The Kinks, The Strokes, The Vines, Chuck 

Berry, The Who, The Libertines, Johnny Cash.

List of recorded releases:

Sebring Sessions (2006)

Worst show ever played: Monty’s Crown in Roch-

ester. The crowd wasn’t really into it.

Best show ever played: Opening for Pete Best at 

Infinity. The crowd loved us and we loved them.

Why you should win the Artvoice.com Online 

Battle of Original Music: We don’t necessarily 

think we should be handed the win because we 

think we are the best. We believe you should listen 

to a new band that is getting back to the basics of 

music, and just rocking it out.

Contact information:

Nick Mirco 

984-5468

Email: nickmirco@aol.com

at www.artvoice.com

Band name: 50 Amp Fuse
Band members’ names/instruments:
Richie Campagna—Vocals, Bass
Brian Woods—Vocals, Guitar
Jeramy Carroll—Vocals, Guitar
Brennan Hanagan—Drums
When did the band form? Brian and Richie be-
gan writing songs in late 2004, but solidified the 
Fifty Amp line-up with the addition of Jeramy 
on guitar in early 2005 and Brennan on drums 
in 2006.
You might like us if you like: The Cars, Jellyfish, 
Fountains of Wayne, Badfinger, or Arena Orein-
ted Rock music in general.
List of recorded releases:
Dirty Sock Girl (2006)
Worst show ever played: Fifty Amp Fuse played 
a punk night at Broadway Joe’s and, as a pop 
band, went over very poorly.  So, poorly in fact 
that even their girlfriends refused to clap...
Best show ever played:  Music Is Art 2006 was 
a great show because of the response from the 
crowd, but Fifty Amp Fuse views any show where 
Richie and Jeramy don’t fight a good show.
Why you should win the Artvoice.com Online 
Battle of Original Music: Fifty Amp Fuse plays a 
blend of pure pop music and guitar driven rock 
‘n’ roll that’s nearly impossible to resist. Drawing 
on the Cars and ELO and Imperial Drag and Jel-
lyfish to revive the two-and-a-half-minute pop 
song filled with catchy hooks and tight harmo-
nies, Fifty Amp Fuse is the band the world has 
been waiting for...
Contact information:
Richie Campagna
743-9326
fiftyampfuse@hotmail.com
www.myspace.com/thefiftyampfuse

Visit www.artvoice.com to hear their music and cast your vote. Votes due by Tuesday, September 5. 

Battle of Original Music (B.O.O.M.) — week two

the
thermidors

50 AMP FUSE

SEEYOUTHERE

Thursday, September 7

miya masaoka, peggy lee
& larry ochs IN CONCERT
Until recently, it could be said that our fair city had little 
in common with the European culture capitals of Venice, 
Geneva, Florence, Munich and Graz. But that promises 
to change this week, with the upcoming visit of world-re-
nowned musicians Miya Masaoka (koto), Peggy Lee (cello) 
and Larry Ochs (tenor and soprano saxophones). The trio, 
whose only other group performances to date have been 
scattered across Europe, visits Hallwalls this Thursday for 
a unique evening of jazz and experimental music. As a mu-
sician, Masaoka plays the koto (for which she’s developed 
an electronic interface), a 13-stringed traditional Japanese 
instrument. As a composer, she works in the varied worlds 
of jazz, Western classical music, traditional Japanese music 
and free improvisation to investigate the interactive, collab-
orative aspects of sound, improvisation, nature and society. 
Cellist Lee has made a big name for herself in Canada as 
an adventurous and diverse composer and improviser. Buf-
falonians may recall Ochs, who visited the Albright-Knox in 
March as part of the Rova Saxophone Quartet. In addition 
to his long tenure with that influential group, he’s composed 
two dozen works for sax quartet and many others for mixed 
ensembles. While all three musicians lead their own bands, 
they also collaborate extensively across musical genres. 
Thursday’s show will be a rare treat.

—peter koch

8pm. Hallwalls Contemporary Arts Center, 341 Delaware 
Ave. (854-1694). $12/$8

To hear samples of the music from See You There, visit www.artvoice.com. 
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SUPERSYSTEM
Supersystem are perfectionists in song deconstruction. Fusing hip-hop, elec-
tronica, punk and world music, they master the art of off-kilter rhythms and 
jagged melodies to create a new sort of angular dance music that brings to 
mind early Public Image Ltd. or “The Walk”-era Cure. Originally hailing from 
Washington, DC, Supersystem began life as El Guapo, who recorded for Dis-
chord Records before changing their name and signing to Touch and Go Re-
cords. Altering their name caused them to go into more adventurous musical 
frontiers that made more subtle use of guitar and heavy emphasis on synthe-
sizer. Their second release for Touch and Go, A Million Microphones, is full of 
pulverizing dance beats that puncture the minimalist song structures. It just 
may be the most challenging dance music existing today. Fans of bands such as 
the Faint or Ladytron would be advised to listen. Opening is Besyno and The 
Stay Lows. 

—eric boucher

Mohawk Place, 47 East Mohawk Street (855-3931).
With Besyno and the Stay Lows.

Friday, September 1

sheryl crow
and john mayer
One of the accusations often leveled by music snobs 
aiming to discredit pop artists is the fact that most don’t 
write the music they perform. In the case of many pop 
singers who claim they actually do write their material, 
there tends to be a team of producers and writers really 
doing the heavy lifting behind the curtain. (I mean, do you 
really believe that Ashlee Simpson cowrites her songs as 
claimed, amidst a busy schedule of nose jobs, Entertain-
ment Tonight interviews, bad reality shows and lip-sync-
ing?) For all their pop success, you can’t lump Sheryl 
Crow and John Mayer, currently co-headlining a tour that 
stops at Darien Lake this Friday, with the rest of the pack, 
because here’s a pair of real singer/songwriters who hap-
pened to crash the pop charts. Sheryl Crow’s storied as-
cendance has her going from teaching music at a Missouri 
school, to being backup singer to the stars and finally to 
her place as a leading woman of rock with a shelf of Gram-
mys. Crow’s string of perfectly crafted rootsy rock leads 
up to the most recent 2005’s Wildflower (A&M). Mayer’s 
ability to blend jazzy chords and tones with a warm voice 
and coming-of-age songs made him an almost instant 
sensation in 1999 with Room for Squares . Expanding his 
palette and artistic horizon in 2005, Mayer put together 
a trio with drummer Steve Jordan and bassist Pino Pal-
ladino that showcased a yen for jazz and blues. Mayer’s 
latest, Continuum (Sony), hits stores September 12. 

—donny kutzbach

7pm. Darien Lake Performing Arts Center, Route 77, Darien 
Center (box office: 585-599-4641; www.ticketmaster.com).

Monday-Tuesday, September 4-5

boundless/countless
Fred Thomas and Soma Wingelaan have collaborated on 
a portable, multimedia installation based out of Brook-
lyn’s New General Catalog 224 Gallery, where the art-
ists spent the summer as part of a series of free-form 
residencies entitled Seasons in the Sun. Originally titled 
Seasons in the Sun: Summer, the now touring exhibition 
is called Boundless/Countless—likely as an ode to the 
creation’s versatility. Just as New General’s series pro-
claims to have been “inspired by the spirit of locality,” the 
Boundless/Countless installation is designed to conform 
to any space. Wineglaan has created a structure that 
“breathes,” fueled by a fan that inflates and deflates the 
translucent, rip-stop parachute material from which it is 
made. The audience is invited inside the structure, where 
musician and record producer Thomas improvises sound 
while his co-star manipulates ambient lights along with 
the respiratory intensity of the fan. Thomas, probably 
best known for his work with the experimental pop band 
Saturday Looks Good to Me, has a first solo record called 
Sink Like a Symphony out on his own label, Ypsilanti 
Records. The soundtrack to Boundless/Countless, com-
plete with cover art by Wineglaan, is also available. Due 
to the in utero aspect of this experience, space is limited 
to 40 seats per night. For reservations, email name and 
number of seats desired to sound@kitchendistribution.
com, or call for more details.

—k. o’day

Kitchen Distribution Gallery, 20 Auburn Ave. (308-3626) 
www.kitchendistribution.com.


